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LEARN ABOUT SEXUAL SELECTION AT UM LECTURE 
MISSOULA—
The next installment o f the President’s Lecture Series at The University of Montana will 
explore what animal behavior can teach us about sex and gender.
Marlene Zuk, professor of biology at the University of California, Riverside, will present 
“Sexual Selection: What We Can and Cannot Learn about Sex from Animals” at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 27, in the University Theatre.
Earlier that day, Zuk will give a seminar titled “Singing and Scales: Crickets Risking it all 
from an Acoustically-orienting Parasitoid” at 3:40 p.m. in Gallagher Business Building, Room 
123.
Both the evening lecture and the afternoon seminar are free and open to the public.
Scientific discoveries about the animal kingdom fuel ideological battles on many fronts, 
especially battles about sex and gender. Although the idea that certain human activities are 
biologically determined has been suggested by people on all sides of the political spectrum, Zuk 
says the truth is that animals show us not how limited we are, but how many solutions are 
possible to the same problem.
During her evening lecture, Zuk will review the history of sexual selection and give some
-more-
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examples of its operation in animals. Then she will discuss recent findings that are changing our 
ideas about the traditional view of the philandering male and coy female.
Zuk earned a doctorate from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, in 1986. Her 
research in the fields of behavioral ecology and evolutionary biology centers on sexual selection 
and the influence of parasites on host ecology and mate selection.
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